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§  Huge and increasing volume of wireless traffic 
§  Need for spectrum 
§  Small cells à frequency reuse 
§  Cognitive radios à opportunistic access to spatio-

temporally unused spectrum 
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Our research question  
Is Cognitive Femtocell Network (CFN)  energy 

efficient? 

Motivation 



   

What is a Cognitive Femtocell? 

§  Femtocell:  
Home base stations, small-area coverage, short tx-rx 
distance, plug and play operation 
 
§  Cognitive Femtocell:  
Femtocell with CR capabilities (e.g. dynamic spectrum 
access, self-organization, environment-awareness) 
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Femtocells to Cognitive Femtocells 
Operator User 
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•  Deployment 
cost 

•  Lower power tx. 
•  Longer battery 

lifetime 
•  Better indoor 

coverage 
 

•  Deployment and 
operational costs 
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connection 
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•  Spectrum opp. for 
new operators 

•  New business 
models via spectrum 
leasing/auctioning 

•  Better spectral 
capacity 

•  SU/PU difff. 
•  Resource 

management 
and allocation 

•  PU 
transparent 
operation 

•  Autonomous and 
adaptive operation 

•  Multimode operation 
•  Cheaper services 

•  Hardware 
complexity 

•  Spectrum sensing 
overhead 
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Motivation for EE in CFN 

§  The expected proliferation of small cells for 
mobile broadband 
  an emerging energy consumption component 

§  Traffic offloading from other terrestrial 
infrastructure 
  an opportunity to decrease the average 
energy consumption figures 
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Our contribution   

We analyze the impact of deploying cognitive femtocells on 
downlink energy efficiency of the network: 
Three fundamental cases 
1.  Macrocell-only (MN) 
2.  Macrocell and femtocells (MFN) 
3.  Macrocell, femtocells, and cognitive femtocells (CFN) 
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System Model 
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Methodology 

§  Energy efficiency:  
   Throughput/Energy Consumption  

§  We will calculate Throughput (C) 
 Shannon’s capacity: 

§  We will calculate energy consumption (E) using a 
component-based model. 
 i.e.  
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CFN System Model: Interference 
Links 
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Energy Consumption Components 
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Note the difference between CFBS and FBS. 
 

Tx Rx Backhaul Sensing Idling 
MBS X 
FBS X X X 
CFBS X X X X 
MU X X 
FU X X 
CFU X X 



   

Energy Consumption at a CFBS 

Three states: 
§  1- Sensing (periodic sensing with Ts):  

§  2- Not sensing: 
–  Transmission (if traffic for CFUs):  
–  Idling (If no traffic for CFUs): 
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Table 2: Energy consumption components for each
entity.

Entity Tx Rx Backhaul Sensing Idling

MBS +

FBS + + +

CFBS + + + +

MU + +

FU + +

CFU + +

are external entities. For the sake of brevity, we use energy
and power interchangeably at certain points during analysis
since we already consider power consumption per time unit
(P ! T ) leading to an implicit energy consumption value
for those specific cases. In the following part, we present
our approach to calculate these energy consumption and re-
lated capacity values. Table 2 lists all energy consumption
components associated with each entity.

3.1 Downlink Energy Consumption Model
In this section, we present our model for each component:

MBS, FBS, CFBS, MU, FU, and CFU. We use the model
introduced in [14] for base station transmission energy con-
sumption. In this model, power consumed for transmission
(P in) is a function of transmission power P out and network
load. This model accounts for all energy consuming compo-
nents, e.g., circuitry and feeder losses [14]. Additionally, we
include the backhaul energy consumption since it may sub-
stantially a!ect the energy e"ciency figures especially for
small cells [15]. E!ect of backhauling at the MBS is skipped
since both scenarios -with and without small cells- already
have this cost.

3.1.1 MBS energy consumption
MBS energy consumption is due to downlink transmission

to the MUs in its coverage. Given the power consumption for
transmission is P in

M , total energy consumption equals P in
M .

3.1.2 MU energy consumption
Let !m denote the probability that an MU has a down-

link tra"c in a time slot and P i
m be the idling energy con-

sumption when an MU has no incoming tra"c. Since MBS
allocates frequencies orthogonally, an MU is assigned a fre-
quency with probability p = FM/nm, (FM " nm). Average
energy consumption at the MU is:

Em = !mpP rx
m + (1# !mp)P i

m (1)

where P rx
m denotes the energy consumption of an MU for

receiving the downlink tra"c.

3.1.3 CFBS energy consumption
At a time slot, a CFBS may be in one of the three states:

it transmits downlink tra"c to CFUs, it switches to idle
mode if there is no downlink tra"c, or it halts all tra"c and
senses the spectrum. Let !c denote the probability that a
CFU has a downlink tra"c in a time slot, and CFBS per-
forms spectrum sensing once in each Ts slots. In the trans-
mission mode, total energy consumption (Et

C) is the sum
of energy consumption due to transmitter and the backhaul

equipment: Et
C = P in

C +P bh
C . For sensing and idling modes,

energy consumption (Es
C and Ei

C) becomes Es
C = P s

C +P bh
C

and Ei
C = P i

C . Then, average CFBS energy consumption
becomes:

EC =
Es

C + (Ts # 1)(!cE
t
C + (1# !c)E

i
C)

Ts
. (2)

3.1.4 CFU energy consumption
A CFU may be in two states: tra"c reception or idling. It

receives downlink tra"c if it has some incoming tra"c and
allocated a frequency by the CFBS. It idles if it does not
have an incoming tra"c or no frequency is allocated for it.
Additionally, a CFU idles during sensing periods as CFBS
halts transmission and performs sensing. A CFU receives
tra"c from the serving CFBS at the assigned frequency
f . Since discovered spectrum opportunities at the CFBS
may be spectrally distant from the operator-owned frequen-
cies, we include the cost of RF antenna tuning, aka channel
switching cost [16]. Channel switching cost is a linear func-
tion of the di!erence between the current and to be switched
frequencies, i.e., |f # f !|. Let "F be the average number of
channel switching, and P i

c be the energy consumption when
a CFU has no incoming tra"c. Energy consumption at the
CFU is:

Ec =
P i
c+(Ts # 1)(!c(P

rx
c +P cs

c "F )+(1#!c)P
i
c )

Ts
(3)

where P i
c , P

rx
c , and P cs

c denote the energy consumed by a
CFU for idling, reception, and channel switching, respec-
tively.

3.1.5 FBS energy consumption
Di!erent from CFBS, an FBS do not perform spectrum

sensing. Energy consumption at the FBS is due to trans-
mission and idling.

3.1.6 FU energy consumption
An FU di!erent from the CFU operates only on the op-

erator bands which are typically a set of contiguous bands.
Hence, channel switching in FUs is negligible compared with
the CFUs. Energy consumption at the FU is due to receiv-
ing or idling in case of no incoming tra"c.

3.2 Spectrum capacity calculation
A CFBS in a CFN discovers spectrum opportunities via

analyzing the spectrum consisting of FCR frequencies. How-
ever, sensing process is not totally accurate; a CFBS may
fail to detect active PU(s) in the band, called misdetection,
or may give an alarm that PU exists in the band but it does
not, called false alarm. While misdetection may result in
harmful interference to the PUs already transmitting in the
band, false alarm results in spectrum opportunity loss, i.e.,
lower spectrum capacity. Hence, considering the e!ect of
false alarm, we can model the spectrum capacity of CFBSs
in terms of available frequencies. Given that there are FCR

frequencies for opportunistic use, and each frequency is idle
with probability pidle, then spectrum capacity FC is the sum
of discovered frequencies and the MBS frequencies:

FC = FCRpidle(1# pfa(Ts)) + FM (4)

-  C, F, M for cognitive femtocell, femtocell, and macrocells 
-  Capital letters for BS, small letters for user (C, c, F, f, M, m) 

s
CE

t
CE

i
CE



   

Energy Consumption at a CFU 
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Three states: 
§  Idling because of CFBS sensing 
§  Receiving (if some traffic occurs à     ) 
§  Idling (if no traffic) 

§  We include channel switching cost :  

G.Gur et al, EE of Cognitive Femtocells, ACM CRAB 2013  
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Interference and Throughput 
Calculation 

Three interference types: 
1.  Co-layer interference 

(femto/cogfemto) 
2.  Cross-layer interference 

(macro/femto-cogfemto) 
3.  Cognitive Layer 

interference (PU network-
CFBS at cognitive radio 
frequencies) 

G.Gur et al, EE of Cognitive Femtocells, ACM CRAB 2013  13 
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Total Interference at an Entity 

§  Number of interferers (nx,y: number of interferers of 
Typex to Typey) 

§  Corresponding  interference (I=Px/d(x,y)
α) 

§  pd decreases while pfa increases with increasing Ts: 
  pd(Ts) and pfa(Ts): 
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whereas in a setting with only femtocells sharing the opera-
tor’s frequencies, spectrum capacity is simply

FF = FM . (5)

3.3 Interference calculation
Below, we classify the type of interference among the en-

tities into three groups and identify the value of each using
the expected distance between the source and the victim of
the interference. Let n!,x be the number of entities of Type
* creating interference to an entity of Type x, and I!,x be
corresponding interference. We find the number of interfer-
ers as !!N̄!/F! where N̄! is the number of Type * nodes
excluding the node itself. We consider only a single MU
receiving at each MBS frequency and a single PU for each
primary network frequency. Hence, we can write nP,c = 1,
nM,c = 1, nM,f = 1.

• Co-layer Interference: A CFBS creates interference
to the CFUs receiving at the same frequency in the
coverage of other CFBSs. This e!ect is marked as 1
in Fig. 1. This interference equals to IC,c = P out

C d"!

where d is the average distance to the closest CFBS
and " is the path loss exponent of the link between
the CFBS and the CFU. Assume that NC CFBS are
uniformly deployed at angular separation 2"

NC
and at

a distance R
2 away from the center of the cell on the

average. In this network, d can be calculated using the
law of cosine as follows:

d =

!
R
2

2

(1! cos(
2#
NC

)). (6)

Similarly, a CFBS creates interference to the FUs in
the femtocells (IC,f , link 2 in Fig. 1), FBS to FUs in
neighboring cells (IF,f , link 3), and FBS to the CFUs
(IF,c, link 4). All are calculated similar to IC,c.

• Cross-layer Interference: Interference between macro-
layer and femto-layer is called cross-layer interference.
In the downlink, BS generates interference to the user
receiving at the same frequency in the other layer:
MBS to the CFUs/FUs and CFBS/FBS to the MUs.
The e!ects marked with 5,6,7, and 8 in Fig. 1 cor-
respond to these interference types, respectively. Av-
erage distance between the MBS and a CFU/FU is
d = R

2 . Average distance between a CFBS/FBS and
an MU is calculated similar to inter-CFBS distance

calculation in (6): d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

nm
)).

• Cognitive Layer Interference: CFBS may expe-
rience/create severe interference from/to the external
primary networks at FCR bands. This interference is
significantly high in case of misdetection compared to
the opportunistic use of the spectrum after successful
discovery of the idle bands. This e!ect is depicted as
link 9. The distance between the source and the victim

of the interference is d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

np
)).

Interferences at an MU (Im), at an FU (If ), and at a CFU
(Ic) under a certain probability of detection pd(Ts) are calcu-
lated as follows considering all three types of the interference

Table 3: Summary of basic variables and parame-
ters.

Parameter Explanation Value

R Radius of macrocell 500 m

P out
C , P out

F , P out
M Transmission power of

CFBS, FBS, and MBS
30, 30,
46 dBm

P i
C , P

bh
C , P s

C CFBS power of idling,
backhaul, and sensing

500, 100,
600 mW

P i
m,P rx

m MU idling and receiving
power

200, 600
mW

P i
c ,P

rx
c CFU idling and receiving

power
200, 300
mW

$F Average number of chan-
nel switching

5

FM , FCR Number of MBS and CR
frequencies

10, 5

pidle PU probability of being
idle

0.6

!f , !m, !c Tra"c probability of FU,
MU, and CFU

0.6

"MC ,"MF ,"PC Path loss exponent (MBS-
CFU, MBS-FU, PU-CFU)

2.8

"FC ,"CC ,"FF Path loss exponent (FBS-
CFU, CFBS-CFU, FBS-
FU)

2

and the background noise (N0):

Im = nC,mIC,m + nF,mIF,m +N0

If = nC,fIC,f + nF,fIF,f + nM,fIM,f +N0

Ic = nC,cIC,c + nF,cIF,c + nM,cIM,c+

nP,c(1! pd(Ts))IP,c +N0.

We can calculate the theoretical capacity perceived by each
user type using Shannon’s formula. Since CFUs do not re-
ceive tra"c during sensing periods, we normalize throughput
of CFUs (Cc) accordingly as below:

Cm =
FM

nm
log2(1 +

P out
M

Im
) (7)

Cc =
Ts ! 1
Ts

FC

nc
log2(1 +

P out
C

Ic
) (8)

Cf =
FF

nf
log2(1 +

P out
F

If
). (9)

Finally, energy consumption (E) and capacity (C) are cal-
culated as the total energy consumption and throughput of
all entities in the network as follows:

E =EM + nmEm +NCEC+

ncEc +NFEF + nfEf (10)

C =nmCm + ncCc + nfCf (11)

Using the derived network capacity and energy consumption
values, energy e"ciency % is calculated as % = C

E .

4. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the e!ects of CFN on the en-

ergy e"ciency of heterogeneous mobile networks via system-

)1/(9.0)( −= ssd TTp
)1(1.0)( −= ssfa TTp



   

Total Throughput Calculation (Cx’s) 
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whereas in a setting with only femtocells sharing the opera-
tor’s frequencies, spectrum capacity is simply

FF = FM . (5)

3.3 Interference calculation
Below, we classify the type of interference among the en-

tities into three groups and identify the value of each using
the expected distance between the source and the victim of
the interference. Let n!,x be the number of entities of Type
* creating interference to an entity of Type x, and I!,x be
corresponding interference. We find the number of interfer-
ers as !!N̄!/F! where N̄! is the number of Type * nodes
excluding the node itself. We consider only a single MU
receiving at each MBS frequency and a single PU for each
primary network frequency. Hence, we can write nP,c = 1,
nM,c = 1, nM,f = 1.

• Co-layer Interference: A CFBS creates interference
to the CFUs receiving at the same frequency in the
coverage of other CFBSs. This e!ect is marked as 1
in Fig. 1. This interference equals to IC,c = P out

C d"!

where d is the average distance to the closest CFBS
and " is the path loss exponent of the link between
the CFBS and the CFU. Assume that NC CFBS are
uniformly deployed at angular separation 2"

NC
and at

a distance R
2 away from the center of the cell on the

average. In this network, d can be calculated using the
law of cosine as follows:

d =

!
R
2

2

(1! cos(
2#
NC

)). (6)

Similarly, a CFBS creates interference to the FUs in
the femtocells (IC,f , link 2 in Fig. 1), FBS to FUs in
neighboring cells (IF,f , link 3), and FBS to the CFUs
(IF,c, link 4). All are calculated similar to IC,c.

• Cross-layer Interference: Interference between macro-
layer and femto-layer is called cross-layer interference.
In the downlink, BS generates interference to the user
receiving at the same frequency in the other layer:
MBS to the CFUs/FUs and CFBS/FBS to the MUs.
The e!ects marked with 5,6,7, and 8 in Fig. 1 cor-
respond to these interference types, respectively. Av-
erage distance between the MBS and a CFU/FU is
d = R

2 . Average distance between a CFBS/FBS and
an MU is calculated similar to inter-CFBS distance

calculation in (6): d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

nm
)).

• Cognitive Layer Interference: CFBS may expe-
rience/create severe interference from/to the external
primary networks at FCR bands. This interference is
significantly high in case of misdetection compared to
the opportunistic use of the spectrum after successful
discovery of the idle bands. This e!ect is depicted as
link 9. The distance between the source and the victim

of the interference is d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

np
)).

Interferences at an MU (Im), at an FU (If ), and at a CFU
(Ic) under a certain probability of detection pd(Ts) are calcu-
lated as follows considering all three types of the interference

Table 3: Summary of basic variables and parame-
ters.

Parameter Explanation Value

R Radius of macrocell 500 m

P out
C , P out

F , P out
M Transmission power of

CFBS, FBS, and MBS
30, 30,
46 dBm

P i
C , P

bh
C , P s

C CFBS power of idling,
backhaul, and sensing

500, 100,
600 mW

P i
m,P rx

m MU idling and receiving
power

200, 600
mW

P i
c ,P

rx
c CFU idling and receiving

power
200, 300
mW

$F Average number of chan-
nel switching

5

FM , FCR Number of MBS and CR
frequencies

10, 5

pidle PU probability of being
idle

0.6

!f , !m, !c Tra"c probability of FU,
MU, and CFU

0.6

"MC ,"MF ,"PC Path loss exponent (MBS-
CFU, MBS-FU, PU-CFU)

2.8

"FC ,"CC ,"FF Path loss exponent (FBS-
CFU, CFBS-CFU, FBS-
FU)

2

and the background noise (N0):

Im = nC,mIC,m + nF,mIF,m +N0

If = nC,fIC,f + nF,fIF,f + nM,fIM,f +N0

Ic = nC,cIC,c + nF,cIF,c + nM,cIM,c+

nP,c(1! pd(Ts))IP,c +N0.

We can calculate the theoretical capacity perceived by each
user type using Shannon’s formula. Since CFUs do not re-
ceive tra"c during sensing periods, we normalize throughput
of CFUs (Cc) accordingly as below:

Cm =
FM

nm
log2(1 +

P out
M

Im
) (7)

Cc =
Ts ! 1
Ts

FC

nc
log2(1 +

P out
C

Ic
) (8)

Cf =
FF

nf
log2(1 +

P out
F

If
). (9)

Finally, energy consumption (E) and capacity (C) are cal-
culated as the total energy consumption and throughput of
all entities in the network as follows:

E =EM + nmEm +NCEC+

ncEc +NFEF + nfEf (10)

C =nmCm + ncCc + nfCf (11)

Using the derived network capacity and energy consumption
values, energy e"ciency % is calculated as % = C

E .

4. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the e!ects of CFN on the en-

ergy e"ciency of heterogeneous mobile networks via system-

§  FM: Frequency available for Macrocell’s use 
§  FF: Frequency available for Femtocell’s use 

§  FC: Frequency available for CF’s use 

G.Gur et al, EE of Cognitive Femtocells, ACM CRAB 2013  



   

Energy Consumption (E) and 
Throughput of the Network (C) 

§  For macrocell-only network (MN):             Nc=nc=NF=nf=0 
§  For macrocell+femtocell network (MFN):  Nc=nc=0 
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whereas in a setting with only femtocells sharing the opera-
tor’s frequencies, spectrum capacity is simply

FF = FM . (5)

3.3 Interference calculation
Below, we classify the type of interference among the en-

tities into three groups and identify the value of each using
the expected distance between the source and the victim of
the interference. Let n!,x be the number of entities of Type
* creating interference to an entity of Type x, and I!,x be
corresponding interference. We find the number of interfer-
ers as !!N̄!/F! where N̄! is the number of Type * nodes
excluding the node itself. We consider only a single MU
receiving at each MBS frequency and a single PU for each
primary network frequency. Hence, we can write nP,c = 1,
nM,c = 1, nM,f = 1.

• Co-layer Interference: A CFBS creates interference
to the CFUs receiving at the same frequency in the
coverage of other CFBSs. This e!ect is marked as 1
in Fig. 1. This interference equals to IC,c = P out

C d"!

where d is the average distance to the closest CFBS
and " is the path loss exponent of the link between
the CFBS and the CFU. Assume that NC CFBS are
uniformly deployed at angular separation 2"

NC
and at

a distance R
2 away from the center of the cell on the

average. In this network, d can be calculated using the
law of cosine as follows:

d =

!
R
2

2

(1! cos(
2#
NC

)). (6)

Similarly, a CFBS creates interference to the FUs in
the femtocells (IC,f , link 2 in Fig. 1), FBS to FUs in
neighboring cells (IF,f , link 3), and FBS to the CFUs
(IF,c, link 4). All are calculated similar to IC,c.

• Cross-layer Interference: Interference between macro-
layer and femto-layer is called cross-layer interference.
In the downlink, BS generates interference to the user
receiving at the same frequency in the other layer:
MBS to the CFUs/FUs and CFBS/FBS to the MUs.
The e!ects marked with 5,6,7, and 8 in Fig. 1 cor-
respond to these interference types, respectively. Av-
erage distance between the MBS and a CFU/FU is
d = R

2 . Average distance between a CFBS/FBS and
an MU is calculated similar to inter-CFBS distance

calculation in (6): d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

nm
)).

• Cognitive Layer Interference: CFBS may expe-
rience/create severe interference from/to the external
primary networks at FCR bands. This interference is
significantly high in case of misdetection compared to
the opportunistic use of the spectrum after successful
discovery of the idle bands. This e!ect is depicted as
link 9. The distance between the source and the victim

of the interference is d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

np
)).

Interferences at an MU (Im), at an FU (If ), and at a CFU
(Ic) under a certain probability of detection pd(Ts) are calcu-
lated as follows considering all three types of the interference

Table 3: Summary of basic variables and parame-
ters.

Parameter Explanation Value

R Radius of macrocell 500 m

P out
C , P out

F , P out
M Transmission power of

CFBS, FBS, and MBS
30, 30,
46 dBm

P i
C , P

bh
C , P s

C CFBS power of idling,
backhaul, and sensing

500, 100,
600 mW

P i
m,P rx

m MU idling and receiving
power

200, 600
mW

P i
c ,P

rx
c CFU idling and receiving

power
200, 300
mW

$F Average number of chan-
nel switching

5

FM , FCR Number of MBS and CR
frequencies

10, 5

pidle PU probability of being
idle

0.6

!f , !m, !c Tra"c probability of FU,
MU, and CFU

0.6

"MC ,"MF ,"PC Path loss exponent (MBS-
CFU, MBS-FU, PU-CFU)

2.8

"FC ,"CC ,"FF Path loss exponent (FBS-
CFU, CFBS-CFU, FBS-
FU)

2

and the background noise (N0):

Im = nC,mIC,m + nF,mIF,m +N0

If = nC,fIC,f + nF,fIF,f + nM,fIM,f +N0

Ic = nC,cIC,c + nF,cIF,c + nM,cIM,c+

nP,c(1! pd(Ts))IP,c +N0.

We can calculate the theoretical capacity perceived by each
user type using Shannon’s formula. Since CFUs do not re-
ceive tra"c during sensing periods, we normalize throughput
of CFUs (Cc) accordingly as below:

Cm =
FM

nm
log2(1 +

P out
M

Im
) (7)

Cc =
Ts ! 1
Ts

FC

nc
log2(1 +

P out
C

Ic
) (8)

Cf =
FF

nf
log2(1 +

P out
F

If
). (9)

Finally, energy consumption (E) and capacity (C) are cal-
culated as the total energy consumption and throughput of
all entities in the network as follows:

E =EM + nmEm +NCEC+

ncEc +NFEF + nfEf (10)

C =nmCm + ncCc + nfCf (11)

Using the derived network capacity and energy consumption
values, energy e"ciency % is calculated as % = C

E .

4. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the e!ects of CFN on the en-

ergy e"ciency of heterogeneous mobile networks via system-
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whereas in a setting with only femtocells sharing the opera-
tor’s frequencies, spectrum capacity is simply

FF = FM . (5)

3.3 Interference calculation
Below, we classify the type of interference among the en-

tities into three groups and identify the value of each using
the expected distance between the source and the victim of
the interference. Let n!,x be the number of entities of Type
* creating interference to an entity of Type x, and I!,x be
corresponding interference. We find the number of interfer-
ers as !!N̄!/F! where N̄! is the number of Type * nodes
excluding the node itself. We consider only a single MU
receiving at each MBS frequency and a single PU for each
primary network frequency. Hence, we can write nP,c = 1,
nM,c = 1, nM,f = 1.

• Co-layer Interference: A CFBS creates interference
to the CFUs receiving at the same frequency in the
coverage of other CFBSs. This e!ect is marked as 1
in Fig. 1. This interference equals to IC,c = P out

C d"!

where d is the average distance to the closest CFBS
and " is the path loss exponent of the link between
the CFBS and the CFU. Assume that NC CFBS are
uniformly deployed at angular separation 2"

NC
and at

a distance R
2 away from the center of the cell on the

average. In this network, d can be calculated using the
law of cosine as follows:

d =

!
R
2

2

(1! cos(
2#
NC

)). (6)

Similarly, a CFBS creates interference to the FUs in
the femtocells (IC,f , link 2 in Fig. 1), FBS to FUs in
neighboring cells (IF,f , link 3), and FBS to the CFUs
(IF,c, link 4). All are calculated similar to IC,c.

• Cross-layer Interference: Interference between macro-
layer and femto-layer is called cross-layer interference.
In the downlink, BS generates interference to the user
receiving at the same frequency in the other layer:
MBS to the CFUs/FUs and CFBS/FBS to the MUs.
The e!ects marked with 5,6,7, and 8 in Fig. 1 cor-
respond to these interference types, respectively. Av-
erage distance between the MBS and a CFU/FU is
d = R

2 . Average distance between a CFBS/FBS and
an MU is calculated similar to inter-CFBS distance

calculation in (6): d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

nm
)).

• Cognitive Layer Interference: CFBS may expe-
rience/create severe interference from/to the external
primary networks at FCR bands. This interference is
significantly high in case of misdetection compared to
the opportunistic use of the spectrum after successful
discovery of the idle bands. This e!ect is depicted as
link 9. The distance between the source and the victim

of the interference is d =
"

R
2

2
(1! cos( 2"

NC
! 2"

np
)).

Interferences at an MU (Im), at an FU (If ), and at a CFU
(Ic) under a certain probability of detection pd(Ts) are calcu-
lated as follows considering all three types of the interference

Table 3: Summary of basic variables and parame-
ters.

Parameter Explanation Value

R Radius of macrocell 500 m

P out
C , P out

F , P out
M Transmission power of

CFBS, FBS, and MBS
30, 30,
46 dBm

P i
C , P

bh
C , P s

C CFBS power of idling,
backhaul, and sensing

500, 100,
600 mW

P i
m,P rx

m MU idling and receiving
power

200, 600
mW

P i
c ,P

rx
c CFU idling and receiving

power
200, 300
mW

$F Average number of chan-
nel switching

5

FM , FCR Number of MBS and CR
frequencies

10, 5

pidle PU probability of being
idle

0.6

!f , !m, !c Tra"c probability of FU,
MU, and CFU

0.6

"MC ,"MF ,"PC Path loss exponent (MBS-
CFU, MBS-FU, PU-CFU)

2.8

"FC ,"CC ,"FF Path loss exponent (FBS-
CFU, CFBS-CFU, FBS-
FU)

2

and the background noise (N0):

Im = nC,mIC,m + nF,mIF,m +N0

If = nC,fIC,f + nF,fIF,f + nM,fIM,f +N0

Ic = nC,cIC,c + nF,cIF,c + nM,cIM,c+

nP,c(1! pd(Ts))IP,c +N0.

We can calculate the theoretical capacity perceived by each
user type using Shannon’s formula. Since CFUs do not re-
ceive tra"c during sensing periods, we normalize throughput
of CFUs (Cc) accordingly as below:

Cm =
FM

nm
log2(1 +

P out
M

Im
) (7)

Cc =
Ts ! 1
Ts

FC

nc
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) (8)
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FF
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If
). (9)

Finally, energy consumption (E) and capacity (C) are cal-
culated as the total energy consumption and throughput of
all entities in the network as follows:
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and the background noise (N0):
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If = nC,fIC,f + nF,fIF,f + nM,fIM,f +N0
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user type using Shannon’s formula. Since CFUs do not re-
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Finally, energy consumption (E) and capacity (C) are cal-
culated as the total energy consumption and throughput of
all entities in the network as follows:

E =EM + nmEm +NCEC+
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Using the derived network capacity and energy consumption
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Performance Evaluation 



   

System Parameters 
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Effect of Network Population 
§  Varying number of users 
§  MN, MFN, CFN with various Ts values 
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Comparison of three scenarios.: 
§ Scenario I: Macrocell only network, all users are MUs;  

§ Scenario II: FBSs are added to the macrocell network. Half 
of the users are MUs and the other half are FUs;  

§ Scenario III: MBS, FBS and CFBS are deployed in the 
macrocell. There are equal number of MUs, FUs, and CFUs 
in the network. 



   

Effect of Network Population - EE 
§  MN, MFN, CFN with various Ts values 
§  Energy efficiency (η): 
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§   N           EE 

§  Ts = 6 performs as the best 
one         the tradeoff between 
energy/throughput consumption 
of sensing vs. its accuracy. 

§ After a certain point, CFBS and 
FBS become so dense that their 
interference degrades the 
network performance.    
       interference management  
       and control schemes are     
       critical. 



   

Effect of Network Population - C 
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§  MN, MFN, CFN with various Ts values 
§  Total throughput: 

  
§  Similar to EE   

§ N            C 

§ Interference wall resulting in 
diminished capacity 

§  Ts = 6 performs as the best 
case. 
 



   

What happens if Femtocells 
become Cognitive Femtocells? 
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ployments. As observed in other works, dense deployments
of small cells have the challenge of interference management
and if not controlled (as in the considered system) this issue
leads to major throughput loss. The spectrum utilization in
cognitive manner for Scenario III hits an interference wall
resulting in diminished capacity due to collisions and missed
opportunities. As we considered a quiet period for sensing,
i.e., all transmission is halted and sensing is performed, the
more frequent the sensing is, the less time remains for trans-
mission. Additionally, the longer the sensing period is, the
higher the energy consumed for sensing is. On the other
hand, sensing more frequently improves sensing accuracy
and hence discovered spectrum capacity for the cognitive
femtocells. This phenomenon can be interpreted as “do not
sense too much or too little” to traverse an optimal curve
between sensing accuracy and sensing related resource con-
sumption (spectrum or energy). This figure corroborates
this intricate trade-o! since Scenario III with Ts = 6 main-
tains the highest throughput among all Scenario III cases.
Additionally, similar to Scenario II, CFN su!ers from in-
creasing interference for denser deployments in general, re-
gardless of the sensing period value.
The performance of Scenario III depends on the sensing

accuracy of the radios which is represented in the Ts related
pd and pfa values. Obviously, one fundamental improve-
ment for such a CR system would be to enhance the sens-
ing scheme in terms of accuracy and energy consumption.
This has two interrelated benefits: better sensing allows for
shorter sensing periods while energy-e"cient sensing mod-
ules decrease energy consumption per sensing time. Such
fundamental enhancements would also improve the overall
system performance. The analytical results also indicate the
sensitivity of this type of systems to user densities.
Next, we investigate the impact of CFBS proliferation. In

this scenario, there is a constant number of users in MBS
coverage (i.e., 300 users), and 100 of them are MUs. The re-
maining users are served by FBS or CFBS based on the num-
ber of deployed CFBSs. We increase the density of deployed
CFBSs from 0.1 corresponding to 10% of small cells being
cognitive femtocells, to 0.9. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) depict
the impact of increasing CFBS deployment for Ts = 2, 6,
and 10 time slots. We observe that deploying more CF-
BSs initially increases the capacity and energy e"ciency.
Scenario with Ts = 2 time slots has lower throughput and
energy e"ciency as it consumes half of the operation time
for sensing. However, as density increases, this scenario
achieves higher energy e"ciency compared to the cases with
Ts = 6 and 10 time slots. Basically, higher sensing accu-
racy achieved by short Ts results in lower energy consump-
tion. We also observe that there is an optimal percentage
of CFBS which leads to peak performance. In other words,
this result demonstrates that adding cognition to the non-
cognitive FBS devices improves the energy e"ciency as well
as throughput initially. However, after some point this cog-
nitive operation results in throughput loss due to overheads
in sensing. When there is a huge demand for the discover-
able PU spectrum resources, disproportionate time loss in
agressive sensing by all CFBSs degrades the performance
improvement facilitated via discovered spectrum capacity.
Hence, under such a scenario not all the devices but some
portion of the FBSs should utilize dynamic spectrum access.
Please note that our system does not employ any cooper-
ation between the CFBSs which leads to this conclusion.
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Figure 3: E!ect of CFBS proliferation. Number
of MUs are kept constant and remaining users are
served by either FBS or CFBSs. Number of de-
ployed CFBSs is increased from 10% to 90% of the
small cells.

However, under more capable CFBS devices, e.g. devices
not only implementing DSA but a set of other cognitive ca-
pabilities listed in Section 2, then turning more FBS into
CFBS would further improve the system performance. This
analysis renders the improved benefits attainable with a ro-
bust and e"cient selection/adoption of cognitive capabilities
for deployment in network elements.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have analyzed the impact of introduc-

ing cognitive radio capability - spectrum sensing and op-
portunistic access - into femtocells as a practical applica-
tion of cognitive radio concept. Cognitive Femtocell Net-
works (CFNs), a heterogenous network consisting of femto-
cells enriched with CR capabilities, are promising as next-
generation cellular radio systems integrating the advantages
of two emerging radio concepts: cognitive radios and small
cells. We have provided a general analytical approach to
model the energy e"ciency and capacity of a heterogenous

ployments. As observed in other works, dense deployments
of small cells have the challenge of interference management
and if not controlled (as in the considered system) this issue
leads to major throughput loss. The spectrum utilization in
cognitive manner for Scenario III hits an interference wall
resulting in diminished capacity due to collisions and missed
opportunities. As we considered a quiet period for sensing,
i.e., all transmission is halted and sensing is performed, the
more frequent the sensing is, the less time remains for trans-
mission. Additionally, the longer the sensing period is, the
higher the energy consumed for sensing is. On the other
hand, sensing more frequently improves sensing accuracy
and hence discovered spectrum capacity for the cognitive
femtocells. This phenomenon can be interpreted as “do not
sense too much or too little” to traverse an optimal curve
between sensing accuracy and sensing related resource con-
sumption (spectrum or energy). This figure corroborates
this intricate trade-o! since Scenario III with Ts = 6 main-
tains the highest throughput among all Scenario III cases.
Additionally, similar to Scenario II, CFN su!ers from in-
creasing interference for denser deployments in general, re-
gardless of the sensing period value.
The performance of Scenario III depends on the sensing

accuracy of the radios which is represented in the Ts related
pd and pfa values. Obviously, one fundamental improve-
ment for such a CR system would be to enhance the sens-
ing scheme in terms of accuracy and energy consumption.
This has two interrelated benefits: better sensing allows for
shorter sensing periods while energy-e"cient sensing mod-
ules decrease energy consumption per sensing time. Such
fundamental enhancements would also improve the overall
system performance. The analytical results also indicate the
sensitivity of this type of systems to user densities.
Next, we investigate the impact of CFBS proliferation. In

this scenario, there is a constant number of users in MBS
coverage (i.e., 300 users), and 100 of them are MUs. The re-
maining users are served by FBS or CFBS based on the num-
ber of deployed CFBSs. We increase the density of deployed
CFBSs from 0.1 corresponding to 10% of small cells being
cognitive femtocells, to 0.9. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) depict
the impact of increasing CFBS deployment for Ts = 2, 6,
and 10 time slots. We observe that deploying more CF-
BSs initially increases the capacity and energy e"ciency.
Scenario with Ts = 2 time slots has lower throughput and
energy e"ciency as it consumes half of the operation time
for sensing. However, as density increases, this scenario
achieves higher energy e"ciency compared to the cases with
Ts = 6 and 10 time slots. Basically, higher sensing accu-
racy achieved by short Ts results in lower energy consump-
tion. We also observe that there is an optimal percentage
of CFBS which leads to peak performance. In other words,
this result demonstrates that adding cognition to the non-
cognitive FBS devices improves the energy e"ciency as well
as throughput initially. However, after some point this cog-
nitive operation results in throughput loss due to overheads
in sensing. When there is a huge demand for the discover-
able PU spectrum resources, disproportionate time loss in
agressive sensing by all CFBSs degrades the performance
improvement facilitated via discovered spectrum capacity.
Hence, under such a scenario not all the devices but some
portion of the FBSs should utilize dynamic spectrum access.
Please note that our system does not employ any cooper-
ation between the CFBSs which leads to this conclusion.
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Figure 3: E!ect of CFBS proliferation. Number
of MUs are kept constant and remaining users are
served by either FBS or CFBSs. Number of de-
ployed CFBSs is increased from 10% to 90% of the
small cells.

However, under more capable CFBS devices, e.g. devices
not only implementing DSA but a set of other cognitive ca-
pabilities listed in Section 2, then turning more FBS into
CFBS would further improve the system performance. This
analysis renders the improved benefits attainable with a ro-
bust and e"cient selection/adoption of cognitive capabilities
for deployment in network elements.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have analyzed the impact of introduc-

ing cognitive radio capability - spectrum sensing and op-
portunistic access - into femtocells as a practical applica-
tion of cognitive radio concept. Cognitive Femtocell Net-
works (CFNs), a heterogenous network consisting of femto-
cells enriched with CR capabilities, are promising as next-
generation cellular radio systems integrating the advantages
of two emerging radio concepts: cognitive radios and small
cells. We have provided a general analytical approach to
model the energy e"ciency and capacity of a heterogenous

Number of MUs are kept constant and remaining users are served by either 

FBS or CFBSs. Number of deployed CFBSs is increased from 10% to 90% 
of the small cells. 

Need for Interference Control and Cooperation under dense CFBS deployment!  
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Conclusions 
§  Our analysis illustrates the trade-offs related to the adoption of 

CFNs from the energy efficiency perspective.     

                         CFNs           EE 

§  Additional sensing overheads        which may yield higher 
energy consumption 

§  Tradeoff between sensing accuracy and EE 

§  We also observe that under high cognitive femtocell density 
with uncontrolled cross- and co-layer interference, a macrocell 
only network performs better. Hence, CFNs have to apply 
interference management and control schemes to be less 
sensitive to node density and to be more robust to heavy 
network load. 
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